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JON HEMMERSAM
Jon Hemmersam, born and based in Denmark, is a world-renowned musician, composer and improviser. He has worked 
with some of the greatest names in modern jazz and contemporary classical music: saxophonist David Liebman, drummer 
Bob Moses, violist Szilárd Mezei, pianists Michael Jefry Stevens and Setareh Nafisi, and guitarist Dom Minasi. Open Barrier is Jon’s
third collaboration with percussionist Dame Evelyn Glennie, following the release of The Core-tet Project (2018) and Sound 
Spirits (2012). 

Hemmersam recorded three albums with David Liebman: Remembering the Future (2008), Duende (2010) and 
Singing Red (2013). In 2007, Hemmersam received a pre-draft GRAMMY nomination 
for The Jon Hemmersam/Dom Minasi Quartet album. 

David Liebman compared the talent of Jon Hemmersam with that of Miles Davis, 
stating that “Jon is a free music pro, meaning he knows what he wants from the musi-
cians in the textural arena, setting the stage in such a way that the musicians are pulled 
in a unified direction – much like Miles could”.

Hemmersam has also released two books of his compositions: 12 Compositions, for 
small ensembles, and Danza é Spiritu, for larger ensembles.

www.jonhemmersam.dk
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ASAL MALEKZADEH
Asal Malekzadeh, born in 1987, is a professional daf player from Tehran, Iran. She is 
also the founder and manager of the SARMAST Percussion group, which consists of 90 
female daf players, based in Tehran. She has received numerous prizes, including two 
First Prize awards for her solo performances at the Daf Navazi festival, 2007, and the 
Avaye Mehr festival, 2009, both held in Iran.

She is now a university lecturer, teaching at top Iranian universities. With this proficiency 
she has achieved a vast and varied teaching experience: from drums and percus-
sion workshops and camps, to teaching and playing Iranian and Arabic rhythms on daf  
and cajon.
 
She is practised in various percussive techniques and styles including Konnakol,  
the south Indian rhythmic system; cajon; congas and bongos; and timbales. She has 
also partaken in a master class in ‘Ensemble Playing, Improvisation and Groove’.

Open Barrier is her second collaboration with Jon Hemmersam, after previously releasing In the Moment (2019),  
another improvisational album with Persian daf and acoustic guitar.
www.asalmalekzadeh.com

EVELYN GLENNIE
Dame Evelyn Glennie is the first person in history to successfully create and sustain 
a full-time career as a solo percussionist, performing worldwide with the greatest 
orchestras, conductors and artists.

Evelyn was awarded an OBE in 1993 and now has over 100 international awards, includ-
ing the Polar Music Prize and the Companion of Honour. In 1992 she played the first ever 
percussion concerto in the history of the Proms at the Royal Albert Hall. This paved the 
way globally for orchestras to feature percussion concerti in their performances.

Evelyn has commissioned over 200 new pieces for solo percussion, working with many 
of the world’s most eminent composers. Evelyn composes music for film, television, 
theatre and music library companies and is a double GRAMMY award winner and 
BAFTA nominee. The film Touch the Sound and her enlightening TED speech remain key 
testimonies to her innovative approach to sound-creation. 

www.evelyn.co.uk

www.asalmalekzadeh.com
www.evelyn.co.uk
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OPEN BARRIER
Jon Hemmersam, Asal Malekzadeh, Evelyn Glennie

Open Barrier is an improvisational album portraying the idea that there are no barricades in improvised music, only an ‘open 
barrier’ that allows for music from around the world to come together in any desired form or structure.

World-renowned guitarist Jon Hemmersam joins forces with international daf-player Asal Malekzadeh and virtuoso percus-
sionist Dame Evelyn Glennie, CH DBE. Together, they combine 7,000 years of Persian musical culture with ancient and new 
sounds from Scotland and Denmark. 

As highly accomplished stand-alone improvisers, the inspiration for this album was to make an entirely impromptu recording 
that brings together music from various cultures and places of the world. 

“No plans, no arrangements or agreements, just pure improvisation in the moment! - Jon Hemmersam

1. RESTLESS HANDS 
Our initial warm up in the studio created this intense and jagged rhythmic exchange between the guitar, a metal log 
drum and the piccolo-sized drums that were placed on top of a timpani. The restless, flighty feel does not settle until 
the final note dies away.

2. TWISTED 
Here the dark unsettled intervals of the guitar try to upset the underlying rhythmic pulse of the daf. Whilst the  
punctuation of the percussion adds to the rather twisted landscape, creating a crude and distorted feel.

3. THE TEASE
A lighter, more impish feel is created from the to-ing and fro-ing of dry pizzicato-like sounds and resonance. The repetitive 
motive from the guitar acts as a musical question which is partially answered by the sporadic interjections of the daf and  
percussion. The guitar is played more percussively, thus becoming an extension to the myriad percussion instruments used.
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4. ZAHRA’S SONG 
This beautiful, intimate and heartfelt melody sings from the guitar, whilst the supportive rolled chords on the vibraphone 
create a warm, shimmering atmosphere. Time seems to stand still. This song is dedicated, with love and blessings,  
to Zahra Karimi.

5. WATER BABY 
The simplicity of using a small kitchen pan lid, a bowl of water and a superball mallet to act as a rhythmic palette, sets 
the scene for a slightly different sound world. The daf brings more formality and edge to the ebb and flow of the water.  
The guitar gives the stability of a familiar harmonic and melodic hook.

6. DANCE OF HANDS (daf-solo)
This solo is a bundle of love, happiness and joyful rhythms. Clear the dust off your kind hearts and be my companion for a 
while in this solo.

7. LAVA KEYS
The aggressive, sporadic and extreme attacks from the piano set off the small percussion instruments placed inside the 
piano, resting on the strings. These stabbing layers of sound penetrate deeply into our body and mind.

8. BROKEN CLOWN 
With the disjointed phrases from the vibraphone, one can almost imagine the broken, contorted clown desperately trying 
to bring about happiness and laughter, but always being pulled in other directions, never allowing it to rise above the cloud 
of sadness.

9. SUMMER’S ITCH 
An optimistic carefree mood is explored as we smile through this track. The joy of coming together through improvising 
gives us all a spring in our step.
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OPEN BARRIER SUITE:

10. THROBBING WHINE 
The whine of a bowed Barimbulum and bowed guitar create a heavy isolated atmosphere. There’s a feeling of oppression 
but yet emptiness; suffocation yet openness; command yet aimlessness.

11. PRISON OF SOUND 
Once again, the piano keys ignite layers of sound from the percussion laid on the piano strings. It is as though dye has 
spread through the keys and discolored the cacophony of percussive sounds. Everything takes on a life of its own – it is out of 
our control.

12. OPEN BARRIER 
The eerie rubbing of the talking drum, with a superball mallet, allows space for contemplative guitar interventions. A metal 
barrel acts as an extension to the talking drum to allow a little more resonance and a metallic sound. We end this recording 
knowing that there is no such thing as a closed barrier in relation to exploring sound through improvisation.
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WITH THANKS TO:
Lisa Murton at Real World Studios.

MUSICIANS:
Jon Hemmersam - acoustic guitar (all tracks except 6, 7), piano (track 7) 

Asal Malekzadeh - daf (tracks 1, 2, 3, 5, 6 & 9)
Evelyn Glennie - percussion (all tracks except 3, 6), guitar-fretboard percussion (track 3), 

piano and percussion (track 11)
Tracks 1, 2, 3, 5, 9 composed by Evelyn Glennie, Jon Hemmersam and Asal Malekzadeh. 

Track 4 composed by Evelyn Glennie and Jon Hemmersam; melody composed by 
Jon Hemmersam. Track 6 composed by Asal Malekzadeh. 

Tracks 7, 8, 10, 11, 12 composed by Evelyn Glennie and Jon Hemmersam.
Recorded in January 2020 at Real World Studios, Wiltshire, England, UK 

and Musikkens Hus, Havnbjerg, Als, Denmark
Musical directors: Evelyn Glennie, Jon Hemmersam and Asal Malekzadeh

Executive Producer: Jon Hemmersam
Recording engineers: Patrick Phillips at Real World Studios 

and Niels Praestholm at Musikkens Hus
Mixed by Patrick Phillips
Final mastering: Diz Heller 

Liner notes by Evelyn Glennie, ed. Sarah Wanstall
Evelyn Glennie’s biography is taken from www.evelyn.co.uk 

Photography: Jon Hemmersam by Elmira Moghaadam, 
Asal Malekzadeh by Amirreza Rayati, 

Evelyn Glennie cover photo by James Wilson and booklet photo by Jim Callaghan 
Cover and product design: Sarah Wanstall

℗ & © 2021, ARC Music Productions International Ltd.

www.evelyn.co.uk
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